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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN??

Dear Children,

The times that are approaching will be different from the times that have already passed.  The
creation of the Universe will have its maximum performance during the culminating moment of
Armageddon.

Dear children, the Eternal Father will send His Angels to help the planet and the Messengers from
the Heights will come to battle against the beast of seven heads.

Children,  the moment is already something else, nothing will be as it has been until now, for this in
silence and prayer I have been preparing your consciousnesses so that they may participate in a
mission never known before.

Dear children, humanity is submerging day by day and My armies on Earth are no longer bearing
the friction of the times.  For this your hearts are worked so that the true task and the important
mission of each server may be fulfilled.

Dear children, the time is already setting new events, the way out is found in prayer and in the
profound union with My Son.  But the Higher Angels will come to help you when your Heavenly
Mother has to take care of the other part of humanity.

Children, the time of the great change and the profound experience with the Higher Universes has
already come; this will no longer be distant from all, it will be very close in order to awaken the true
science of all things.

While everything is about to happen, vigil united to Me; thus you will not miss the opportunity of
growing internally.  The Father needs your sincere act of love.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who awakens you to the Higher Life,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


